A fundamental challenge to sensory processing tasks in perception and robotics is the problem of obtaining data associations across views. We present a robust solution for ascertaining potentially dense surface patch (superpixel) associations, requiring just range information. Our approach involves decomposition of a view into regularized surface patches. We represent them as sequences expressing geometry invariantly over their superpixel neighborhoods, as uniquely consistent partial orderings. We match these representations through an optimal sequence comparison metric based on the Damerau-Levenshtein distance -enabling robust association with quadratic complexity (in contrast to hitherto employed joint matching formulations which are NP-complete). The approach is able to perform under wide baselines, heavy rotations, partial overlaps, significant occlusions and sensor noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of lasers and RGB-D cameras has led to widespread use of range and range-color images in several robotics and perception tasks. Intrinsic to several applications, is the problem of establishing data associations (as in [12] , [30] ) -for example, in motion estimation, SLAM, SfM, loop closure / scene detection, multi-view primitive detection and segmentation (as in [20] , [24] , [26] , [30] , [38] , [45] , [49] , [50] ). Most 3D association solutions today, either generate sparse correspondences on feature points, assuming a locally discriminative environment; or use complete point clouds to indirectly associate densely based on some form of nearest neighbors, under restricted sensor motion.
As an alternative, we present a surface patch (depth superpixel) level association scheme. Motivated by recent trends in scene understanding literature of utilizing superpixels due to representational compactness and robustness to noise, we propose an analogous model for depth superpixels -applicable over depth images acquired from generic range sensors, where appearance / color information is not necessarily available.
Ascertaining superpixel associations without making assumptions on sensor motion, scene appearance and/or structure, is indeed difficult (and to our knowledge, unsolved). Superpixel decompositions vary in each view, rendering the correspondence inexact. Besides, superpixels are defined through (and for) homogeneity -they are not uniquely discriminable by design. The problem get complicated further, when appearance is unavailable altogether.
Nevertheless such associations are very useful -because correspondent superpixels roughly represent the same physical 3D surface patch. As we will show, relative scene geometry over sufficiently large neighborhoods contains adequate discriminative information to achieve potentially dense associations. By regularizing superpixel traits such as surface area and smoothness -the associations can be made to have near co-incident 3D (centroid) localizations as well -affording nice sensor motion estimates even under significant change in perspectives and scant data acquisition ( Fig. 1, Table 11 ). Importantly, such an approach performs equally well in locally ambiguous (such as isomorphic or textureless) or featureless environments. Furthermore, it can preserve localized semantics (encoded by the superpixel labels) across views. Although not within this article's scope, this enables more straightforward primitive level associations and semantic transfer.
Our methodology is based on invariantly representing a (depth) superpixel through a set of relative geometrical properties/features extracted with respect to superpixels in its neighborhood. A uniquely consistent ordering is utilized to sequence this set. Such a representation is invariant to sensor's motion, and is made robust to its noise. Our matching scheme leverages a sequence comparison metric, Restricted Damerau Levenshtein, [11] -this pertains to family of sequence alignment algorithms, [29] , that have polynomial complexity, are provably optimal, and have been in popular use for large scale sequence matching, especially in bio-informatics community.
As we will show, such a scheme is physically intuitive and is naturally applicable to a geometry matching context. It is inherently robust to heavy sensor motion, significant viewpoint differences, occlusions and partial overlaps, and tolerant of match errors between superpixels, due to varying decomposition across views and sensor noise.
We evaluate our approach on ground truth datasets from [41] , datasets from [50] , and others collected in challenging, yet everyday settings. The experiments are indicative of the efficacy of the proposed approach in computing localized, dense associations. They also indicate more robust performance than popularly used association approaches, based on geometrical and appearance features.
II. RELATED WORK
As we are unaware of literature directly addressing our problem setting, we survey some of the relevant work in the broader scope of feature representation and data association / matching, operating over range and RGB-D data. We also refer to some pertinent literature in appearance only settings.
Point cloud association approaches based on local 3D descriptors, like ones used in [37] , [44] , although useful, can be potentially non-robust. They are hindered in settings which are either locally homogenous or isomorphic, which is not uncommon in everyday scenes and structures. More holistic representations have been used for association -for example, Figure 1 : (Best viewed in color) Point clouds from two views of a workspace scene are shown on left. The second view was captured with the sensor completely inverted (180 • roll), and from a wide baseline. The two views also have significant changes in surface resolution scales, self-occlusions, and changes in yaw & pitch. The image in centre shows a few random samples of surface patch (depth superpixel) associations between the two views, computed using our algorithm. Associated patches are connected by a line and have the same color overlay. The associations were not filtered or post-processed. The centre-right image shows the superpixel decomposition of the second view. The grey overlay over some superpixels indicates the superpixels that are not associated -these include regions which were occluded or absent in the first view. The right-most image shows the unrefined reconstruction obtained directly from the dense superpixel associations. The relative motion/transform was computed simply through corresponding 3D means of the associated superpixels. [15] accounts for partial observability of landmarks. Plane representations have been used in dominantly polygonal environments. [13] , [42] tentatively associate planes between consecutive frames based on nearest neighbor descriptor matching and relative plane angles respectively, before pruning them through specialized RANSAC schemes. [35] , [47] associate by assuming a physical frame to frame overlap between corresponding planes. Registration approaches such as [38] , [40] require good initialization / restricted motion. [6] , [25] , [33] present branch and bound schemes for registration, either assuming pure rotations or known correspondences. [17] , [51] present globally optimal schemes for aligning object models, utilizing local descriptors and interleaved ICP respectively.
RGB-D based dense approaches like [19] , [21] , [23] (and [31] which only uses depth) associate based on flow, image warping utilizing photometric errors or ICP alignment, to estimate motion. They afford sensor rotations, but operate under short baseline and under the hypothesis that associations always lie within a neighborhood epsilon. Typically, occlusions are not handled and temporal consistency is leveraged. Such methods are suitable for settings with constrained motion. [8] utilizes a patch based scheme to track deformable meshes.
RGB-D feature based approaches for more generic SLAM, SfM and motion estimation applications (as in [20] , [22] , [34] , [50] ) employ sparse image features (generally SIFT, [27] ) back-projected in 3D, to ascertain frame-wise 3D correspondences. [45] augments the geometrical descriptor SHOT, [44] , with texture, for improved localization and object detection.
There are higher level approaches, which associate by leveraging application specific constraints. [36] utilizes aggregation of densely sampled point features at superpixel levels for RGB-D object detection and recognition. [28] utilizes (color only) superpixel associations to reconstruct piecewise planar scenes under known extrinsics. It assumes similar sensor orientations and imposes restrictions on possible plane orientations. Stereo literature like [4] , [39] ascertain disparity maps by associating surfaces / planes relying on short baselines, similar sensor orientations, and discriminative appearance or local features. [24] utilizes planar stereo reconstructs to segment fully observable foreground from multiple views. [5] , [16] operate upon SfM point clouds (reconstructed a priori) to reason about visibility and association of planar primitives from multiple views. [3] , [14] , [18] utilize appearance similarity at patch levels to build a dictionary and associate in the nearest neighbor sense. They find use in image enhancement, and matching scenes with similar appearance.
Matching methodologies, apart from typically assuming availability of discriminative local features, quite often also rely on motion and/or visibility priors - [30] for example, performs exhaustive search over all possible permutations of joint associations (exponential complexity), and attains tractability through priors. Similarly, intractable joint probabilistic formulations used in [12] , [43] , attain feasibility through priors. Graph techniques have been used to ascertain jointly consistent feature matches. [10] presents a good overview -The approach is to represent features as nodes, with the relative constraints between them as graph edges. An edge preserving mapping between nodes of such graphs is then computed, as either a subgraph isomorphism, or relaxed to inexact graph homomorphism, or as bipartite graph matching problem with non-linear constraints (say, when edges are distances). All of the above formulations are NP-complete and become quickly intractable, especially in absence of priors. Exact matching formulations have been mostly limited to sparse 2D scenarios, as in [2] , [7] , [46] , involving a rather limited number of nodes. [2] utilizes maximum common subgraph formulation to associate sparse 2D laser scans. [32] approximates a dominant solution through eigenanalysis of the graph adjacency matrix. [9] , [48] present recent approximate graph based solutions for ascertaining image feature matches - [9] progressively improves skeletal graphs, while [48] employs a density maximization scheme.
III. METHODOLOGY We first segment/decompose a view into regularized depth superpixels/surface patches (Sec. III-A). Each superpixel (or the ones of interest) is then expressed through a set of geometric features/relationships arising from all the superpixels in its neighborhood. Each feature in the set corresponds to a superpixel in the considered neighborhood, and is defined through patch level relative geometrical properties expressed invariantly (Sec. III-B). The ascertained feature set, thus, jointly represents all geometrical features of interest in the neighborhood. Finer or coarser geometrical detail can be captured by adjusting the granularity of the superpixel decomposition. Similarly, more global (or local) geometry can be represented by considering larger (or smaller) neighborhoods.
Such a representation captures invariant 3D geometry effectively. It does not require assumptions of the scene structure, such as piecewise or dominant planarity. It is also discriminative enough to disambiguate in difficult settings such as ones with duplicate or locally isomorphic content (Fig. 4) .
The feature set of a superpixel is then arranged as a sequence by enforcing an ordering over them (Sec. III-C). The motivation for sequencing is to induce a partial order which remains invariant across views. This is required so that feature sets from different views can be correctly matched.
Our matching scheme (Sec. III-D) utilizes edit distance based sequence comparisons ( [29] ), specifically the Restricted Damerau Levenshtein distance metric ( [11] ). The edit distance between two sequences of arbitrary length can be optimally evaluated in quadratic time, and is directly indicative of their dissimilarity. In our context, a feature sequence expresses neighborhood geometry about a given superpixel -with each of its features exclusively capturing geometric information corresponding to a neighboring surface patch. Comparisons between two such sequences, thus, gives us powerful means to ascertain the amount of geometrical mismatch between the two considered neighborhoods 1 . The approach is also inherently robust -as scenarios with partial view overlaps, occlusions and self-occlusions are naturally afforded through the edit operations, and sensor noises can be intuitively accounted for while matching individual features in the sequences (Table  II quantifies GASP's performance with increasing baselines, perspective changes and non-overlapping content).
We specify the superpixel decomposition of given a given view of a scene as S = {s i } N i=1 . We denote μ (∈ S) as the superpixel currently under consideration. Similarly, another view of the scene will have a decomposition S = {s j } N j=1 . μ would denote a superpixel from S currently being considered for possible correspondence with μ. ℵμ indicates the set of nearest superpixels in μ's 3D neighborhood, with |ℵμ| indicating the cardinality of the set. α refers to an arbitrary superpixel in μ's neighborhood (α ∈ ℵμ).
A. Depth Superpixel Decomposition
Our segmentation approach essentially involves decomposing each contiguous, 3D surface (not necessarily planar), into compact (not necessarily small) smooth patches of similar surface area. The extracted superpixels thus maintain consistency across views and are uniform in 3D. We will only present a procedural overview here. A range image is first segmented into a set of contiguous components, where each component respects 3D surface edges and lies entirely on a smooth surface. This is done by comparing adjacent points for 3D connectivity, normal angles, depth disparity and utilizing curvature. Small components on/near surface edges (due to unavoidable, irregular smoothing of normals) are initially ignored and their constituent points are added through post processing. Each remaining component/surface is then decomposed into patches of similar area. This is done using K-Means with initialization seeds spread uniformly across the 3D surface (similar to [1] ). Post segmentation, the remaining depth image points, and superpixels below a minimum point size are agglomerated back into the regular superpixels based on proximity and matching normals. Graph representation and operations (edge contraction, vertex splitting) are utilized for ease and ensuring superpixel contiguity. The 3D mean of a 1 By tractable comparisons, we can now essentially match geometry between 3D neighborhoods in as globalized (or localized) manner, as desired. This is especially useful for cases where geometry about localized/small neighborhoods is not discriminative enough for making associations; large/global neighborhoods need to be considered to disambiguate then. superpixel's constituent points served as a sufficiently good location estimate. Similarly, the superpixel normal is taken as the point normals' mean. Due to surface area regularization, parts of a scene closer to the sensor would have larger superpixels (more pixels) than the ones farther away (Fig.  2) . Similarly, a view from farther away would have more superpixels, as it covers more of the scene area ( Fig. 4d) .
B. Representing Geometry
We utilize ℵμ, to express μ through a set of transformation invariant geometrical features, Qμ = {q α μ } ∀α∈ℵμ . Each superpixel, α, in the neighborhood, ℵμ, contributes geometric information, q α μ , and helps capture the geometry in μ's 3D neighborhood. Letnμ indicate μ's surface normal, and lμ indicate its 3D location. − → r α μ = lα − lμ , would indicate the relative displacement of the superpixel;r α μ and || − → r α μ || would indicate its direction and magnitude respectively. Evidently, the quantitiesnμ,nα, − → r α μ depend on the reference frame. In order to make them invariant to the sensor pose, we express them in a coordinate frame derived from superpixels μ and α themselves. An orthonormal co-ordinate frame can be derived fromnμ and − → r α μ as follows :
μ form an orthonormal basis. This basis is almost never degenerate, asnμ and − → r α μ are rarely co-linear. nα can now be expressed in this local frame through the projection components [nα ·û α μ ,nα ·v α μ ,nα ·ŵ α μ ] T . For two given superpixels, μ and α, these components would remain independent of the sensor viewing frame. Additional pieces of relative, invariant information can be extracted throughnμ,nα and − → r α μ as follows:
μ can now be expressed as a feature vector constituting of seven relative, invariant elements. We have then :
where || − → r α μ || is included for additional redundancy. We utilize the signs ofnα's projection components (with sgn(.) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}), as their actual values tend to be noisy. A proper approach is to utilize an epsilon-insensitive signum function, for example sgne(.) rather than sgn(.) -it is defined as zero either when 1) the angle betweennα and the respective basis vector ∈ [e θ , P I − e θ ]; or in the uncommon case of degenerate basis when 2)nμ is co-linear with − → r α μ (that is, when θr,μ ∈ [e θ , P I −e θ ]). e θ is the allowable angular noise tolerance. The component signs are then scaled by || − → r α μ || in order to incorporate signed distance information between μ and α. The feature, q α μ , is thus expressed stably in presence of noises. It captures relative information between μ and the neighborhood superpixel α -the relative pose, distance, orientation and bearings. Understandably, the elements of q α μ would be affected by noise. However, our matching methodology is robust to it, explicitly accounts for it (Sec. III-D, deviation thresholds). The joint feature set Qμ = {q α μ } ∀α∈ℵμ , constituting of relative feature vectors from all superpixels in ℵμ, thus, essentially expresses the geometry in μ's neighborhood invariantly.
C. Ordering
Once the geometric feature set has been determined, a partial ordering needs to be imposed on its elements to obtain a feature sequence -as our matching scheme leverages a distance metric based on sequence aligning comparisons. An ordering over μ's neighborhood ℵμ, can be denoted as O μ = a, b, c . . . α . . . , ∀α ∈ ℵμ -where a, b, c . . . indicates the ordered sequence of superpixels. This is used to order the joint feature set Qμ as Qμ = q a μ , q b μ , q c μ . . . q α μ . . . . These ordered sequences are subsequently utilized to ascertain a potential association between two given superpixels, μ & μ from different views. The approach is to devise an ordering scheme such that two superpixel orderings, Oμ & O μ (over ℵμ & ℵ μ ) are both partially ordered by (with respect to) their matching subsequences -these subsequences would be the identically ordered (sub-)sets of corresponding superpixels in neighborhoods of μ and μ respectively. To put it simply, the order of the correctly corresponding superpixels in the neighborhoods ℵμ and ℵ μ respectively, should remain invariant in the respective orderings, Oμ and O μ ( Oμ and O μ should be consistent). To achieve ordering consistency, we utilize Qμ itself which already constitutes of a superpixel-wise set of invariant geometric features relative to μ. In effect, Qμ is simply ascertained through a robust sorting operation over Qμ's elements ({q α μ }, which are invariant). Note that since this ordering is derived from geometry with respect to μ (Eqs. 1, 2) , it will not, in general, be consistent with an ordering over an arbitrary superpixel from S . It will only be consistent with an ordering, say O μ , defined about some superpixel μ in S , which has similar Algorithm 1 Compare Geometric Sequences
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Return T rue 10: End Function relative geometry in its neighborhood as μ -which is precisely the objective 2 . Thus Qμ = Sort(Qμ, er, e θ ); with the sorter conducting pairwise comparisons between Qμ's constitutent features. The second dimension (of the two features being compared) is only used if the first dimension is equivalent, the third dimension is only used if the first two are equivalent, and so forth. Equivalence is defined as the values being within epsilon tolerances of each other, to affect resolution, and account for noise and finite precision numerical errors. A distance tolerance, er is used, along with the afore-utlilized angular tolerance, e θ . In our experiments over noisy Kinect data, er = .02 metres and e θ = 5π/180 radians, worked well.
D. Matching
A pair of superpixels, μ and μ , can now be compared for geometric correspondence using their respective ordered feature sequences Qμ and Q μ . We utilize a sequence matching scheme based on [11] , to ascertain/quantify the dissimilarity between the sequences in the form of edit distances. Edit distance based algorithms, [29] , operate by editing one sequence into another. By utilizing efficient dynamic programming, they progressively compare two elements at a time, one from each sequence. If the elements match up, the next pair of elements is considered -else element in one of the sequences is edited first at a cost (typically by inserting, deleting or replacing it), before resuming the comparisons. Sequences which have matching elements will result in lower edit distances than ones which do not. Additionally, sequences which have matching elements in the same order will result in lower edit distances than ones which do not. The computed distances for algorithms such as [11] are optimal with respect to the specified editing costs.
Two features, q α μ and q α μ , from the respective sequences Qμ and Q μ , will match up when relative geometry of patch α with respect to μ , is the same as the relative geometry of α with respect to μ (q α μ and q α μ would then hold approximately same values). If μ and μ have the same relative geometry in their neighborhoods, the sequences on the whole will naturally match, and will not require many edit operations -resulting in low edit distances; else the distances will be high. Additionally, by devising an ordering utilizing the unique relative features themselves, two sequences which do not capture similar geometry will match up badly, because their ordering will differ significantly. We utilize the Restricted Damerau-Levenshtein (RDL, [11] ) algorithm for ascertaining sequence disparity. In contrast to the popular Levenshtein algorithm ( [29] ), which allows insert, delete and replace operations over sequence elements, RDL allows the additional operation of transposition of adjacent elements 3 , and has the additional constraint that each subsequence can be edited only once. The edit operations' costs can be set arbitrarily to suit a use case, and to achieve a desired resolution. Comparing two sequences through RDL is a symmetric operation, and sequences of different sizes can be compared.
These properties suit our needs nicely. Superpixels in the neighborhood ℵμ may not be present in ℵ μ and vice versa. This would be because of partial overlap of content between views, and because of occlusions. The operations of insert and delete will basically edit such non-matching features from the sequences. The ability to transpose adjacent features accounts for slight errors in the sequence orderings 4 . Replacement in this context, being physically meaningless, is disabled. Also, the restriction that each subsequence can be altered only once, prevents any re-edits over incumbent feature alignments. Insertion, deletion are symmetric operations and we nominally set their cost to unity. Transposition cost is set to zero, as it only occurs only due to slight ordering inconsistencies.
Obtaining a match between two given features, q α μ and q α μ , while comparing Qμ and Q μ is easy. Basically, a match is established when the respective components of the two features lie within some acceptable range of each other. Two simple, intuitive thresholds -one for allowable angular deviation, θ dev and the other for allowable distance deviation, r dev -are utilized. These thresholds account for noise and allowable slack in elements of q α μ and q α μ . Fig. 3 plots the effect of varying them on (average) edit distances. Also, Figure 3 : Impact of varying match thresholds r dev & θ dev on averaged Dμ RDL is shown. Default r dev , θ dev were 5 cm and 10 • . Mean and Median edit distances, over all associations, and over top 15% are shown. more precise, co-incident localizations can be achieved by considering smaller values, and a more granular superpixel discretization (vice versa is applicable too).
Two superpixel sequences from different views corresponding to the same 3D location, should have zero edit costsassuming complete overlap of neighborhoods, no occlusions and consistent segmentations. In practice, correctly associated superpixels (their sequences) would still have some edit costs due to partially overlapping neighborhood geometry, occluded regions, and inexact superpixel decomposition across views. Desirably, these absent, occluded, or mismatched superpixel features would be edited out. Incorrect associations will have significantly higher edit distances, as a consequence of dissimilar neighborhood geometry. Alg. 1 specifies the matching algorithm. It returns the net edit cost, D RDL (μ, μ ), between the feature sequences of μ and μ , being considered for association. For clarity, embellishments for memory and computational efficiency have been left out. Note that
E. Ascertaining Associations
The best potential, putative association for a superpixel, μ ∈ S , would be the superpixel in S whose neighborhood geometry matches most with μ's neighborhood -one whose feature sequence gives the lowest edit distance with Qμ.
where Dμ RDL indicates the edit distance from the best association in S , μ best ≡ argmin ∀α ∈S (D RDL (μ, α )). Dμ RDL is basically indicative of the amount of rigid geometry mismatch between the neighborhoods of μ and its best putative association; and can hence be utilized to ascertain whether the putative association is considered correct. Normalized edit distances are used for this purpose 5 . For view to view matching, all superpixels in a view can be made to use equal size neighborhoods (that is, the set of nearest superpixels in 3D) ; thus |ℵμ| = k S , ∀μ ∈ S and |ℵ μ | = k S , ∀μ ∈ S . D RDL (μ, μ ), for any μ and μ , can thus have a maximum value of (k S + k S ), assuming unit costs for insert/delete operations. Normalized edit distance is then obtained as :
Dμ RDL /Dμ RDL are dependable measures of association quality. A putative association for a given superpixel, μ, is considered correct in the geometric sense, ifDμ RDL is not more than a given normal gating value, λ ∈ [0, 1] (Dμ RDL ≤ λ for association). A lower λ would result in more confident and localized associations, while denser but possibly coarser associations would arise at higher λ gatings 6 (depending on a scene's geometrical ambiguity, considered neighborhood sizes and match deviation thresholds). Obtaining a putative association, when comparing with all superpixels in S , would have a worst case complexity of O(||S |k S k S |). Although the cubic complexity is tractable, significant further improvements are possible. Some discriminative information can be leveraged from the feature set, Qμ's mean, Q μ . If two superpixels, μ and μ form a correct correspondence, their respective feature set averages, Q μ and Q μ would be close to each other. To find the putative match for μ in S , we therefore build a KD-tree over feature set means (normalized) of all superpixels in S , and search/query for C of the nearest neighboring feature set means to Q μ . The putative association, and subsequently a possible correct association for μ, is then ascertained from the superpixels corresponding to these queried feature means rather than considering all superpixels in S . This brings down the complexity of ascertaining a putative association to quadratic -O(Ck S k S ), where C is the constant number of queries, with C S . Table I indicates the average percentage of best associations (μ best ) found, as a function of query size, C -at least an order of magnitude reduction in computations is achieved, without any significant impact on association accuracies. An early termination criteria in Alg. 1 gives another significant improvement. Since associations with normalized distances above λ are anyways ignored, Alg. 1 can be terminated prematurely as soon as the edit costs exceed λ(k S + k S ). This is generally the case for a majority of potential associations in S , and results in significant gains in practice. Further gains are possible, like screening of possible associations before computing D RDL , utilizing progressive rigid transform estimates. Also note that the associations are computable in parallel -such kinds of efficiency gains is a subject of ensuing work.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We show results on datasets available from [41] , [50] , as well as ones collected from everyday scenes -these cover a diverse and challenging range of settings ( Figs. 1, 4 , Table II ).
For the experiments in the article, due to the nature of datasets and to maintain uniformity, full neighborhoods were considered throughout (k S = |S|, k S = |S |). Smaller neighborhoods suffice for settings with locally anisomorphic content though -such as ones with clutter. The superpixel count varied between datasets, and from view to view (due to regularization) -the average number of superpixels per view was around 750. KD-tree queries, C, were at kept at 75. The deviation thresholds, θ dev & r dev , were 10 • & .04m respectively.
Exemplar qualitative results are shown in Figs. 1, 4 -the captions include some major points of note. Nicely localized associations, densely covering the scenes' structures, were achieved -this is also indicated by the quality of unrefined reconstructions resulting from them. As the grey overlays indicate, the occluded and absent parts always get edited outdo not get matched. GASP was able to handle occlusion and partial overlap scenarios, even under sharp sensor motion. Our experiments indicated the associations obtained at low gating values to be accurate. Relatively coarser (but qualitatively correct) associations would arise at higher gating values, with incorrect associations arising mostly at high λ gatings.
We also try to establish the localization precision of GASP's associations, and its robustness under large sensor motions, through quantitative evaluations and comparisons for transform estimation accuracies ( Table. II). Due to space constraints, the evaluation details and some points of note have been specified within the caption itself. For automation, roughly chosen high gating values were used (λ ∈ {.65, ,.65, .8}, respectively for the three datasets), and the ensuing associations 7 were subsequently filtered for 3D consistency through RANSAC -by simply utilizing the associated superpixels' locations/means as point correspondences. Note that since we ascertain superpixel level associations, better transformation estimates could have been obtained by utilizing richer constraints such as surface patch orientations and overlap -these were not leveraged in experiments. GASP gave consistently accurate results, under increasingly large sensor motions and in varied structural settings. It performed favorably, in comparisons with other popular approaches.
V. CONCLUSION We presented a practical and effective approach towards the problem of dense superpixel-level data association across views, without requiring appearance sensing / information. Our approach involved an invariant representation of relative geometry over superpixel neighborhoods, and a partial ordering over them -unique to the represented geometry itself. Robust Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance was leveraged for matching these ordered representations. The approach exhibited intrinsic robustness to sensor noise and inexact superpixel decomposition across views. It was able to perform in settings with wide baselines, occlusions, partial overlap and significant viewpoint changes. Promising experiment results were achieved in varied and difficult setups.
The approach holds further potential in other applications such as transferring the semantic labels from one view to another, structure and primitive detection, and co-segmentation. These will be explored in the future, as well as improvements in the algorithm by leveraging appearance, and performing experiments in more challenging datasets.
(a) Clutter scene from [41] . It has complex geometry and self-occlusions. The views have significant change in and surface resolution scales.
(b) Scene with multiple primitive instances in a near symmetrical setting (points outside the sofa setting volume were clipped off). The views have a full roll inversion, and changes in pitch and yaw as well.
(c) Results over a scene with sparse structure and duplicate primitives. The views have a full roll inversion. An occluding body was introduced in the second view -the superpixels pertaining to it will not get matched (grey overlay).
(d) Results over a scene from UMD-Hotel dataset from [50] . The views have significant change in perspective, surface resolution scale, and a partial overlap.
(e) Results over a conference room scene from Harvard-C11 dataset from [50] . The views have self-occlusion and partially overlapping geometry.
(f) Results over a corridor scene from Brown-BM1 dataset from [50] . Figure 4 : Example results over varied scenes are shown. These are over different structural settings, and involve varied occlusion, overlap and sensor motion scenarios. Similar presentation and evaluation semantics as in Fig. 1 have been used. Only a sparse sampling of the ascertained associations are indicated in the figures. The achieved associations are nicely localized and densely span the scenes' structures. These include associations over regions which have ambiguous or indiscriminate local geometry (and would prove difficult to associate otherwise). 
